We establish the Berry-Esseen bound O (n-~/2) for a studentized U-etatistic under the assumption of existence of the (2 + ~)-th moment.
Introduce the uniform distance A n = supl P(,/--n ( Un -O)/Sn < x) -q)(x) I, n~>2, x where q~ (x) is the standard normal distribution. Callaert and Veraverbeke [2] established the Berry-Esseen bound O( n -1/2) under the condition EI h ( X1, X2) 14"s < zo. Zhao [33 weakened the moment condition to Eh( XI, X2) 4 < oo. Can this moment condition be weakened further? This paper shows that it is possible and gives a sharp result, i.e. under the condition E Ih (X1, X2) 12+a< w , for some 0 < 3 ~< 1, the Berry-Esseen bound A, = O( n -a/z) will be established.
Let
. In order to prove our theorem, we need the following lemma. Lemnm.
Let H, be a U-statistic of degree j (j = 1 or 2) based on a kernel u (x l, x2) withEu(Xl, X2)=0. Then forl<r~<2 I n-(r-t)E la (Xt, X2) I r , j=l, (1) with By (3) and (4) we can consider
